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Abstract: Corporate culture currently has played very important role of creating intangible asset for determining a sustainable development of firms. Researches on corporate culture in the world have been grouped into two main directions: firstly focusing on managerial characteristics of cultural factor in business management. Second one emphasizes impact of cultural factors on employees of firms, especially firms with multi-culture environment. This paper follows the second direction, which studies effect of cultural factors on working motivation, and employee’s loyalty. Objective of this study is to build a research framework of relationship between corporate culture, working motivation and employee’s loyalty, applying for Vietnamese enterprises.
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1. Introduction

Corporate culture currently has been considered as a part of social capital creating intangible asset for determining a sustainable development of firms. Thus, building corporate building plays an important role in making competitive advantage of firms, boosting working motivation and loyalty of employees [1]. It is even more essential to research deeply on the working motivation, loyalty, their stimulating factors in tough working environment [2]. The corporate culture can push up innovation in firms, productivity and motivation for employees [3].

If mangers could build appropriate corporate culture, the culture will help in improving the firm’s performance [4]. Moreover, other researchers conclude that corporate culture is the key to enhance firm’s performance, boost working motivation [5]. Corporate culture also results in employee’s satisfaction and higher working motivation.

Corporate culture is of great significance in maintaining loyalty of employees. Many researches have pointed out that corporate culture enhances employee’s loyalty and keep them working for the organization in long term [6]. Employee’s loyalty and commitment are the key to success of any firm [7].

There are a number of researches in Vietnam studying the relationship between corporate culture and working motivation, or between influences of corporate culture on loyalty. The research at FPT company’s Information System (FPT IS) in Vietnam studied how corporate culture affects employees’ commitment to the company. The result showed that there are 7 factors of corporate culture relate positively to commitment [8].

Researches in Vietnam and in the world have focused on three directions: corporate culture’s impact on working motivation; corporate culture’s impact on employee’s loyalty; and the relationship between working motivation and employee’s loyalty.

There is no previous research that investigates the multilateral relationship between corporate culture, working motivation and employee’s loyalty. There is no previous research that investigates the multilateral relationship between corporate culture, working motivation and employee’s loyalty. There is no previous research that investigates the multilateral relationship between corporate culture, working motivation and employee’s loyalty.

This paper concentrates on the relationship: building employee’s loyalty, improving working motivation through corporate culture. The author use scales by Denison to measure corporate culture, working motivation and employee’s loyalty to evaluate the degree to which corporate culture affects working motivation [9]. Currently, there is no previous research studying the mentioned relationship in Vietnam.
2. Literature Review and Research Framework

2.1. Definitions

2.1.1. Corporate Culture

According to Hofstede, corporate culture (CC) has become an academic issue in the United States from 1979 and appeared frequently in those years [10]. Hofstede defines CO as the value system that is commonly accepted and widely announced, in a certain group, at a certain time. Currently, CC has become a controversial concept, both in theory and in reality. It continued expanding in different aspects because new definitions have come out continuously.

Schein has synthesized factors to describe corporate culture, including behavior patterns, group standards, shared values, norms, rules, atmosphere, inherited skills and morals, typical metaphor or assumptions, symbols and festivals [11]. Denison argues that culture refers to the underlying values, beliefs and principles that serve as a foundation for an organisation's management system as well as the set of management practices and behaviors that both exemplify and reinforce those basic principles [12]. Gordan and Ditomaso give a definition of corporate culture emphasizing on a pattern of shared and stable beliefs and values that are developed within the company over time [13].

Based on the above mentioned definition of culture and empirical researches, culture in this paper can be defined: Corporate culture is a soul part of firm, creating distinctive characteristic for firm and be able to make difference with others. Corporate culture is product of all employees and adapts need of a sustainable value. Corporate culture makes a common belief, working motivation, improvement of loyalty, pushing up employees to gather for an overall objective of firm.

2.1.2. Working Motivation

Van Niekerk regarded motivation at workplace as created by the workplace environment and conditions that exert an influence on workers to perform some kind of activity by their own wish. According to him, workers want to reach some specific goals to have an inner satisfaction and to satisfy their own needs [14]. Pinder gave his idea by keeping in mind the work place of organizations. He explained work motivation as a set of internal and external forces that help in initiating behaviours that are work related [15]. According to the definition of Pinder, work motivation has features that are invisible, and they are created from a person's inner self and that researchers therefore must rely on the theories that are already established in order to have some guidance in measuring work motivation.

For the purpose of this particular study, employee motivation is taken as an instinctive force, that is maintained and shaped by a set of personal characteristics as well as workforce characteristics, that depend on the particular needs and motives of the workers.

As it is already mentioned above, the concept of motivation is of very high importance with regard to the effectiveness of an organization, as many researches show that motivation creates a link between job satisfaction and job performance of the employees, and job performance is the determinant of profitability and success of the organization. So, in order to make their employees optimally motivated, it is necessary for an organization to focus on the factors in job content that result in employee motivation and job satisfaction.

It is quite necessary for the managers and leaders to have a good knowledge about different motivational theories in order to have an effective management. Managers and leaders would need to choose the right theory to motivate a particular person in a particular situation and therefore have higher-performing and more satisfied employees.

Frederick Herzberg did not base on demand satisfaction, expectation or equality to develop motivation theory but the relationship between an individual and work and the attitude towards work, this relationship determine whether he/she succeeds or fails [16].

Herberzg supposed that there are internal factors (Motivators) and external factors (Maintaining factors) beside satisfaction and dissatisfaction, these factors relates to working motivation in the relationship between work and attitude. In the scope of this research, the author support view of Herzberg in “The motivation to work” which stated that motivation is the desire and willingness of employee to make progress to achieve organizational goals.

2.1.3. Employee's Loyalty

The definition of loyalty or commitment to organization has been explored by many researchers around the world [17, 18] in the field of human resource management, industry management/organizational psychology and behavior.

Employee loyalty (typically synonymous with commitment) to the organization has sometimes been viewed as an attitude. However, it is not so much an attitude (or thought component) that is important in organizations, but rather it is the bottom-line action component [19]. Employee loyalty is the willingness to remain with the organization [20]. Employee loyalty can be defined as employees being committed to the success of the organization and believing that working for this organization is their best option. Not only do they plan to remain with the organization, but they do not actively search for alternative employment and are not responsive to offers [21].

Mowday, Steers and Porter [18, p226] defined loyalty as intention or desire to be member of an organization. The famous definition of loyalty by Mowday is similar to the concept of “Maintain” in nation-wide research of Aon Consulting Institute: Employees with loyalty will stay even although they get higher paid job offer.

In this research, the author uses the definition of loyalty as: Loyalty employee is the one who understand and behave in accordance with organization’s vision, mission and goals. They work with greatest effort and organizational goals are more important to them than their own benefits, they commit to the company in long term.

2.2. The Relationship Between Corporate Culture, Working Motivation and Employee’s Loyalty

2.2.1. Corporate Culture and Working Motivation

Working motivation is the important factor relating to how people feel about their work, the level of determination, commitment and satisfaction. Research of Schneider và Synder has proved that there is an interdependent relationship
between corporate culture and working motivation [22]. There are evidences from previous studies that motivation and employee’s satisfaction depend on how the corporate culture align organizational goals [23]. Research of Wiscombe claimed that corporate culture with recognition and reward system generates working motivation [24]. According to Clarke, competitive environment for acquiring talents makes keeping excellent employee stay essential for the development of firms, firms now recognize that they have to build a more attractive corporate culture to generate working motivation among their employees [25].

Employees with working motivation feel proud when they do their tasks and they also feel responsible for firm’s success. This raised an issue among managers of how to motivate their inferiors [26]. According to Hofstede, recognized work done by employees motivate them work harder in the future [27]. Working motivation and corporate culture are linked together by 5 motives by Kanter, including inspiring tasks (make them believe what they do is important), controlling program (allow employee to manage their own work), part of value creation (employee make effort to success), learning (providing opportunity to learn), and reputation (offer employee to create their own reputation) [28]. This research was further developed by Denison and Truskie, which claimed that there was a strong tie between motivation and culture: strong motivation create strong working motivation [29, 30].

Hypothesis 1: Corporate culture is positively related to working motivation of employee

2.2.2. The Relationship Between Corporate Culture and Employee’s Loyalty

Based on research model of Ricardo và Jolly, four dimensions of corporate culture including training and development, recognition and reward, teamwork, and organizational communication have different impact on employee’s loyalty [31]. In the field of quality control [32, 33, 34], there was evidence that corporate culture increases loyalty of employees and enhances competitive advantage of the organization. Kumar supposed that employee’s loyalty related to factors of corporate culture such as: (a) Organizations provide employees with training program to help improve skills and broaden knowledge; (b) open communication between leaders and employees; (c) encourage teamwork; (d) effective internal communication [35]. With such arguments, the author developed the hypothesis: strong corporate culture is positively related to employee’s loyalty.

Hypothesis 2: Corporate culture is positively related to employee’s loyalty

2.2.3. The Relationship Between Working Motivation and Employee’s Loyalty

Many academics in the field of motivation supposed that there is a strong connection between working motivation and employee’s loyalty [36, 37, 38]. The research of Adeyinka Tella, CO Ayeni and SO Popoola (2007) about the relationship between working motivation and employee’s loyalty in libraries indicates that there is mutual relationship between motivation and loyalty: the higher the motivation, the stronger the loyalty [39].

Hypothesis 3: Working motivation has positive impact on employee’s loyalty

2.3. Proposed Research Model

Literature review has showed that working motivation is very important to firm’s performance because it builds strong tie between employee’s satisfaction and work performance, therefore increasing profit and success for firms. One of the factors contributing largely to creating working motivation is corporate culture. When the employee has working motivation, they are more loyal to firms and vice versa. On the other hand, all the mentioned models of corporate culture showed that assumption or values are the core determinant of how corporate culture influence working motivation and employee’s loyalty. This determinant is hard to be recognized or observed, only explored through analyzing and evaluating awareness and behavior of organizational member. From that analysis, solutions or suggestions for corporate culture are developed. The below figure is research model proposed by authors (Figure 1).

![Proposed research model](image)

3. Proposed Research Methodology

Although the framework is conceptual, it derives from a lot of previous empirical studies. In its turn, it is expected to deal with/apply in practical cases at more comprehensive and integrated scope. This section will try to provide solutions to operationalize the conceptual framework in reality, or test it empirically. These solutions are related to variables indicating constructs in the framework, measurement of variables and analytical methodology. It should be perceived that these following solutions are illustrating examples rather than concrete guidance that can apply for all cases. The purpose of these solutions is to support for possible studies in the future.

About the methods of gaining data for the empirical research, a survey by questionnaire should be conducted in certain time and area. A structured questionnaire should be administered to the directors of firms in the area. Prior to the launch of the official questionnaires, a pilot test of the questionnaire should be conducted so that some possible modifications may be taken.

For variables indicating constructs of the framework, firstly, in this research, the author used the model by Denison to measure corporate culture for the following reasons [9]:

- This model provides scales and criteria to evaluate the
strength of corporate culture with 4 items (adaptability, mission, consistency, and involvement); each item has 3 expressions and 2 dimensions: internal focus and external focus, Flexible and Stable.

- This model has questionnaire designed based on corporate behavior and environment with the aim to exploit both behavior and belief rather than general emotions. This model has been adapted by 5000 enterprises and academics around the world during past 20 years. It could be concluded that this model is reliable in measuring corporate culture.

  The Denison model answered 4 questions:
  1. Do the organization have clear view about direction of development? The result will reflect the awareness of members about long term plan, or mission, which includes: (i) Strategic Direction and Intent; (ii) Goals and Objectives; (iii) Vision.
  2. Do the organization understand the market and customers to behave appropriately? The result will reflect the appreciation of corporate culture through effectiveness of process and systems, also called integration, including: (i) Coordination and Integration; (ii) Agreement; (iii) Core values.
  3. Do organization have system to enforce direction and intent effectively? The result will reflect the ability to build capability and responsibility of employee, also called involvement, including: (i) Organizational Learning; (ii) Customer Focus; and (iii) Capability Development.
  4. Do the employee commit to the planned targets and goals? The result will reflect the ability of firm to convert customer’s need into business activities, also called as adaptability, including: (i) Empowerment; (ii) Team Orientation; (iii) Capability Development.

  Denison model brings users clear advantages in evaluating corporate culture:
  (1) Attain baseline assessment of current cultural strengths and weaknesses.
  (2) Allow the determination of which content or scope of culture need improvements.
  (3) Align leadership direction with corporate culture.

  Therefore, the author used Dainel Denison [9] to design the questionnaire for investigating the proposed development intent to give evaluation about success and limitations of corporate culture.

  Secondly, research of Sjoberg và Lind proposed a scale to measure working motivation which includes 12 items and has been widely applied in the industry and service [40]. Based on this research as well as other previous studies [41, 42], the author developed a following scale for measuring working motivation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DLLV1</td>
<td>I am motivated by work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLLV2</td>
<td>I am motivated by job tasks and assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLLV3</td>
<td>I would like my family members and relatives choose the similar job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLLV4</td>
<td>I am always in good mood at work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLLV5</td>
<td>I highly appreciate the reward system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLLV6</td>
<td>I want to spend more time for work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLLV7</td>
<td>I am willing to work home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLLV8</td>
<td>I am willing to work at lunch time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLLV9</td>
<td>I am eager to come back to work after holiday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

  Table 1. Measurement of working motivation.

Source: Authors

Thirdly, loyalty is a principle concept, measured by observing items. Loyalty scale by Aon Consulting [43; p8–pp10-11] supposed that loyalty could be measured by the following items:
- Employees intend to work for company in a long term
- Employees will stay even though they receive better job offer
- Employees consider company as second home
- Intention to work in a long term

  In research of Tran Kim Dung in Vietnam, she used the modified loyalty scale of Aon Consulting (revised and credibility proven in reality) [45]. Therefore, in this research, the author used this modified scale to measure loyalty, which includes:
  - LTT1. Employee intends to work for company in a long term
  - LTT2. Employee considers company as second home
  - LTT3. Employee is willing to protect company’s reputation and assets.
  - LTT4. Employee will stay even though they receive better job offer

  In terms of analytical methodology, this framework is proper to be tested empirically with a large enough sample of firms in one industry. The sample is also representative for the industry. The framework shows dependent relationships between constructs in an integrated mode, so it is the best if the framework utilizes structural equation modeling (SEM) to analyze. With this kind of methodology, all relationships of the framework will be revealed by only one graphic integrated as the conceptual framework. However, if this methodology is impossible due to nature of data or limited size of sample, method of separate regressions will be more feasible. In addition, in order to analyze these models, statistical software packages such as SPSS, AMOS and STATA can be used to be suitable for each situation.

4. Conclusion

This paper is to build the 3-dimension relationship that is new and eastern approach: inspiring employee’s loyalty and enhancing working motivation by building appropriate corporate culture. After reviewing literature related to all these relationships, an integrated framework was proposed. In general, this paper is expected to make several contributions to mostly academics. This research has developed a new research framework to study the relationship between corporate culture, working motivation and employee’s loyalty. Currently in Vietnam, there are rarely studies about this relationship.

However, like almost all researches, this paper also faces some limitations. The first one is scope of applicability of the framework. This framework is assumed to apply for analyzing firms in one industry, but not firms in mixed industries. One industry will give a common background and decrease complicated factors among industries. The second one is that
the framework is not instant applicability. Any researcher who wants to apply the framework needs to review literature thoroughly to adapt to each situation. For the future studies, this framework is really needed to test empirically in different environments (industry, country, economies). By doing that, the framework can prove its applicability and be further improved. This research paper aims at proposing a comprehensive integrated framework from all literature review. It is not a simple combination among three factors; it is expected to propose a framework integrated at a proper mechanism.
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